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Abstract: Tablets and cell phones are step by step however consistently changing our thoughts of wellbeing 

and wellness. Clients and wellbeing experts may now get to a plenty of utilizations that cover the entire 

medical care continuum. Getting data, forestalling, diagnosing, treating, and checking are all important for 

the method. Besides, our group created myFitnessCompanion®, a portable wellbeing and wellness 

application that has been open on the Android Market since February 2011. This article's motivation is to 

examine our experience building and showcasing a wellness and wellbeing application. This article 

analyzes the acknowledgment of wellbeing applications among clients and the medical services business, as 

well as how portable wellbeing applications will be dispersed soon. IBM Watson, IBM's man-made 

reasoning machine, has dominated human keenness (at certain levels). Watson not just beat past Risk! 

champs, however he was likewise acclaimed as a legend after precisely recognizing a woman with 

leukemia. We've gathered a rundown of the best GPS following applications for Android underneath. 1. It 

depends on the creators' seven-year mastery as a versatile wellbeing and wellness programming designer. 

Individual Wellbeing Record (PHR) frameworks (Microsoft HealthVault) and FDA limitations might have 

an impact. 
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